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Preface
When I was starting into this adventure of smoking meat I was in search of any advice
and recipes that could make me successful. This is a collection of recipes, rubs and
methods that I used in the beginning.

Collection of Rubs
Collection of Rubs from Smoking Meats Forums
Here is nice collection of basic rub that I came across on a forms site.
Carolina Rub:

Memphis style rub:

2 tablespoons salt
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons brown sugar
2 tablespoons ground cumin
2 tablespoons chili powder
2 tablespoons freshly ground black pepper
1 tablespoon cayenne pepper
1/4 cup paprika

4 teaspoons paprika
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons onion powder
2 teaspoons fresh ground black pepper
1 teaspoons cayenne

The above are from About.com Barbeque and Recipes
section
Best Odds Rib Rub:

The above are from About.com Barbeque and Recipes
section
Basic Pork Rub:

1/3 cup paprika
3 tablespoons dry mustard
3 tablespoons onion powder
3 tablespoons garlic powder
2 tablespoons ground basil
1 tablespoon red pepper
1 tablespoon black pepper
1 tablespoon salt
Add 1 tablespoon brown sugar to sweeten

1/3 cup paprika
1/4 cup sugar
3 tablespoons black pepper
2 tablespoons salt
2 teaspoons dry mustard
2 teaspoons cayenne
1 teaspoon white pepper

The above are from About.com Barbeque and Recipes
section

The above are from About.com Barbeque and Recipes
section
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BRITU - Best Ribs in the Universe
Collected from http://www.randyq.addr.com/index.html
Which also has a BUNCH or great information on using the ECB (El Cheepo Brinkmann).
Dry Rub - Mix all ingredients thoroughly and store unused in moisture proof container:
1 Cup Sugar
1 Cup Non-Iodized Table Salt
½ Cup Brown Sugar (Dried out lightly by exposing on cookie sheet room temp.
several hours, or slightly warmed
5 Tablespoons + 1 Teaspoons Chili Powder
2 Tablespoons + 2 Teaspoons Ground Cumin
4 Teaspoons MSG (Accent)
4 Teaspoons Cayenne Pepper
4 Teaspoons Black Pepper freshly ground (important)
4 Teaspoons Garlic Powder
4 Teaspoons Onion Powder
Sprinkle Meat 2 hours before cooking with rub and allow meat to come to room temperature. Do not overseason. A good overall dusting of the spices is all that's needed. The spices will become a nice red liquid
coating after sitting for about an hour, if you used the proper amount.
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Collection of Recipes and Smoking Info
The number in the parenthesis is my grade from 1 to 10 where
1 = dog food
10 = best ever
x = not yet tried

Smoked Salmon, Traditional Alaskan Smoked Salmon (8)
Heather's recipe
Brine:












Place salmon in a container that allows them to lay flat and not on top of each other.
Add enough water to cover the salmon completely, and maybe a little extra.
Remove the salmon for now.
Add Kosher salt until the water is saturated and can not absorb I.E. measure one cup of plain salt
in the water and mix. Keep adding salt cup by cup until the salt does not dissolve anymore.
Take note of how many cups of salt.
Add 1/2 the volume of packed brown sugar compared to the amount of salt that you used. Stir.
Add the fish. (She usually them into 1.5 inch wide strips to provide more surface area).
Soak the fish for 20 minutes.
Remove the fish and let dry for 1 hour.
Gently rinse the fish.
Adding things like bay leaves, peppercorns, and honey to the brine which adds good flavor.

Smoking the Salmon:
Notes: -Traditional smoked fish is smoked long and cold (~20 hours at 110 F or so). This makes "squaw
candy" which is juicier and flakier if you make it this way.
For drier fish and jerky, smoke hot and fast.
140-190 F for ~2 hours to create a fast "hot" "hard" smoke. After a hot hard smoke the outer layer will be
tough. After a cold smoke the outer layer will be tough but the inside will be somewhat "springy".
Slow and cold produces the best tasting smoked fish.

Salmon dip (Also makes a makes a great croissant filling) (X)






one package frozen spinach
one package cream cheese
Add half and half to get your desired consistency.
Salt to flavor.
Add smoked salmon in to taste. Small pieces like those found in the tail and elsewhere (that aren't
big enough to eat on their own) work well to add to this
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Smoked Trout (10)
Collected From: http://smoking-meat.com/february-2007-how-to-smoketrout.html#MainArticle
Preparing the Trout
In cleaning the trout it is best to cut the fish's head off and then make a shallow incision from the anus to
the gills. You can then hold the fish up with one hand and use the other hand to gut the fish making sure to
get the bloodline that runs along the length of the fish.
Wash the fish in some salty water to help get rid of any bad flavors and lay the fish aside for brining.

Brining Trout
I use a pretty basic brine that basically consists of the following:
 2 Cups Water
 2 TBS Kosher Salt
 1 TBS Cajun Seasoning (I use Bayou Shakedown)
Feel free to add some hot sauce, wine, pepper, low sodium soy sauce, etc.
Let the fish brine completely covered for about an hour making sure the brine is able to get into the inside
of the fish as well as the outside.
Once brining has completed, lay the fish on a paper towel and let the skin dry a little while you get the
smoker ready.

Smoking the Trout
Prepare the smoker for about 150 degrees with a mild wood such as pecan, apple, oak or alder. Regular
smoking woods like hickory and mesquite can be a little strong for fish in my opinion.
Lay the trout directly on the grate leaving space between them and laying them open so the smoke can
access all parts of the fish.
Let the fish smoke for about 25-30 minutes at this low temperature to help dry the outside of the fish so that
it can be firmer in the later stages of smoking.
After about 30 minutes raise the temperature on up to about 225 degrees to finish the smoking process.
Most fish is safe to eat at 145 degrees and much beyond this the fish will start to dry out too much.
Here in Oklahoma the fish range from about 8 to 10 inches on average and this size will be ready to take
out of the smoker in about an hour.

Eating the Trout
The trout can be eaten as is with some good sides like hush puppies and cole slaw or the meat can be
removed from the skin, flaked and used as a dip like the recipe below.
Remove bones and flake the fish. Combine all ingredients mixing thoroughly. Chill. Serve with assorted
crackers, chips or vegetables.
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Trout Dip (x)






3/4 pound smoked trout
1 package (8 ounces) softened Cream cheese
2 tablespoons half and half
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1/4 teaspoon garlic salt

Other Fish
This procedure can be used with other fish like salmon, tilapia, catfish, crappie, etc. with varying results
depending on what types of fish you and your family like to eat. Chances are good that if you like the fish
fried or baked then you will absolutely love it smoked.
Go ahead.. give it a try and if you do not have a chance to go fishing then pick up some fresh fish at the
market. It may not be quite as fresh but I can guarantee you that it will be delicious right out of the smoker.
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Whole chicken (10)
Collected from: http://www.bbq-porch.org/faq/10-3-4.htm
[How about some tips on doing whole chickens in my smoker?]
Danny Gaulden-Some folks like to smoke them fast, and others slow. I've tried both methods over the years, and I prefer the
slow method. I also like to do my chickens in halves, rather than whole. They take on a little more smoke,
brown on both sides (which I think looks a lot nicer and they have a better flavor), plus you can apply a
finishing sauce to both the outside and inside if you like.
Here's how I do chicken. Take your whole chicken and remove the giblets and neck from the body cavity.
Wash the chicken off in cold water and then cut it in half through the breastbone, dividing the chicken into
right and left halves. Pat the halves dry with a paper towel. I apply olive oil or a good cooking oil to both
the outside and inside, season with salt, pepper, garlic powder, and lemon pepper. Sometimes I use a little
thyme (be careful with this), or poultry seasoning. Place the chicken in a Ziploc bag, and let it sit for about
4 hours in the refrigerator. When you fire up the smoker, bring chickens out of the refrigerator and let them
sit at room temperature for as long as 30 minutes--no more. I'm kind of cautious about chicken and
bacteria. I smoke my chickens at 225 to 250F and it usually takes about 3 1/12 to 4 hours. When I take my
chickens off the smoker using the 'shaking-hands' technique and I measure the internal temperature, it is
always between 180-185F.
After an hour or so of smoking, brush the skin with a little oil, and again after about 2 hours. This helps
keep the skin from drying out. Oh, make sure you smoke your chicken skin side up. If you wish to flip it
over towards the end of the cooking time, fine.
I'm very relaxed barbecuing chicken, for an extremely constant temperature is not that critical. Why?
Because chicken is not a tough piece of meat; it cooks in a fairly short period of time, so you don't have to
worry so much about temperature spikes (for fear of burning the outside, and undercooking the inside) as
one would with a brisket or pork butt. I find chicken is a fairly forgiving meat to barbecue.
When you can shake hands with the drumstick, and it moves freely all the way up into the thigh, it is done.
Until you smoke a few and learn how to do this, I recommend that you use a thermometer to check for
doneness, but always practice the shake-hands method at the same time. Using a thermometer can be
difficult for beginners, for it will not read accurately if inserted next to a bone or cartilage. So be careful
and make sure you insert it into the thigh; the last part of the chicken to cook. You can feel a bone if you hit
one--no problem--just back off and try again. You'll figure it out after barbecuing a few. I think this is the
reason so many people have trouble with chicken, and tend to undercook or overcook them. They just don't
know how to tell when they are done. Once you figure this out, it's very easy to barbecue chicken, and your
confidence will grow.
Chickens are cheap, fun to barbecue, and taste pretty darn good too! So practice, practice, practice. Have
fun, and let me know how you are doing.
==============
Editor—
To make really outstanding smoked chicken, brine it first. Use Kent's brine method below or see additional
methods in Section 10.5.4. After brining, you can smoke the chicken using Danny's method above or Kent's
method below. DO NOT stuff a whole chicken before smoking!
------------------[Can someone tell me a few competition secrets for doing chicken?]
Kent Rhodes—
Brine your chicken. For each gallon of water (enough to cover bird) use 3/4 cup kosher salt, 1/4 to 1/2 cup
sugar, some garlic, cumin, pepper, maybe some hot sauce, or any other flavors you like. Let the whole
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chicken soak for about 8 hours. In your competition schedule, be sure to include enough time for brining
and smoking. Wash the chicken off in cold water for about 30 seconds each.
Turn the chicken over (breast down) and cut through the rib cage. Once cut, place a large knife just inside
the breast bone and press down until you hear a crack. Then, turn the chicken back over and press down,
this will give you two halves with the skin still intact between the two. Take some Italian dressing and rub
it all under the skin. Get you hands real far up there, all the way to the leg bone. Then, rub down with your
favorite rub all under the skin also. Smoke-cook as usual, and baste if needed with some more dressing,
being sure to lift up skin and baste under there also.
-------------------[What is 'Up the butt' chicken?]
Editor--Summary of several posts-It is a method for smoking whole chickens using a wire rack that goes in the butt cavity and holds the
chicken upright during the smoking process. Some barbecuers also use a beer can, either empty or half full
of water or beer in place of the wire rack. I saw whole chickens being barbecued with a 'beer can up the
butt' at a barbecue competition where the barbecuers smoked the chicken in the horizontal position, breast
up. It was delicious. Smoking times will be 3-4 hours at 220-250F. Use Danny's 'shaking hands with the
drumstick' method to determine when it's done--internal temperature of 180-185F.
------------------[Every time I smoke a roaster chicken in my ECB it turns out real nice and tender and juicy the only
problem is with the skin. The skin looks real good but when you try and eat it is like rubber. What am I
doing wrong? I am smoking it at 220 to 230F according to the candy thermometer I installed at rack level.]
Ed Pawlowski—
Roasting a chicken, the crispy skin is the tastiest part. Smoking a chicken, the skin is as you describe it.
Two things you can do. Unlike some other meats, chicken does not have to be tenderized so it can be
cooked at a higher temperature. That helps. The second is to fire up the grill and after smoking, finish the
chicken on the grill. Oh, it also helps to oil the skin before putting it on the smoker.
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Maple Bourbon Ham (x)
Collected from: http://www.smokingmeatforums.com/forums/index.php
By John Alkire in Houston, TX
Ok, folks. Here is my first attempt a qview, so hope it works......
Last night we did a Mable Bourbon Ham. The recipe is from "Smoke and Spice" by Cheryl and Bill
Jamison. I have been making this for a few years now, so thought I would share it with you folks.
You start with your basic grocery store precooked ham. The rest is magic.
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The best thing about this ham was that a couple of friends of mine called right after I took it off the smoker
and asked if they could stop by to watch the rest of Monday Night Football last night.
Were they surprised when I laid a couple of plates of this baby on them for game snacks!!!
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Also - this smoke was a test of my new Hasty Bake Legacy. This is basically a charcoal grill but claims to
have smoking capability. Jeff will know these - they have been made in Tulsa for 60 years and have a kind
of cult following there. My family has used them for 50 years.
Their claim to fame, besides being built like a tank, is that the fire bed can be raised and lowered easily by
an external crank to control the heat. Up for searing steaks, down for baking and with a heat deflector for
smoking.
My benchmarks for smokers are an ECB which was replaced several years ago by an offset vertical
Brinkman. I really liked it, but the box lid has rusted through and the rest of the fire box is pretty sorry.
Other than not having the capacity of the vertical Brinkman, I think the Hasty Bake does a great smoke.
Certainly comparable in flavor to the Brinkman and easier to control the temps.
More later.......doing ABT's and Eggs (yeah eggs) tonight. Fatty tomorrow I hope.
________________________________________________________
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Maple-Ham “Smokin and Spicin” (x)
Collected from: http://www.saucyjoes.blogspot.com/

As I’m sitting around on a Sunday afternoon, recovering from the weekly Saturday night dart competition
in beautiful downtown Anamosa, IA, I continue to bask in the praise from this and last weekend’s smoking,
recipes courtesy of Cheryl and Bill Jamison’s Smoke and Spice, a veritable barbecue bible.

Last weekend, as part of a command performance for the 41st birthday celebration of my future brother-inlaw, Adam Ardolino, real estate and financial services baron of Eastern Iowa, I smoked a pork shoulder and
some wicked-hot turkey tenderloins. Both recipes were easy to follow, and all took a good deal of time in
the smoker.

Maple-Bourbon Ham (or, in this case, pork shoulder)
2 Tbsp maple syrup
2 Tbsp freshly ground black pepper
2 Tbsp Dijon (or honey Dijon) mustard
1 Tbsp bourbon (cheep!)
1 Tbsp vegetable oil
1 Tbsp paprika
1 Tbsp onion powder
2 Tsp coarse salt, kosher or sea salt
12-14 Lb bone-in cooked ready-to-eat ham, or pork shoulder

Maple-Bourbon Mop
¼ cup maple syrup
¼ cup bourbon
¼ cup cider vinegar
3 Tbsp vegetable oil
2 Tsp Dijon mustard

Maple-Bourbon Glaze
¾ cup maple syrup
¼ cup + 2 Tbsp bourbon
3 Tbsp Dijon mustard
2 Tbsp unsalted butter
2 Tbsp minced onion
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1 Tbsp cider vinegar
2 Tsp yellow mustard seeds, cracked
1 Tsp freshly ground black pepper

Preparation
· The night before you smoke the ham, criss-cross cut the fatty side of the ham with cuts about ¼ to ½ inch
deep.
· Combine the paste ingredients in a bowl.
· Spread the paste all over the ham using your fingers. NOTE: I used too much bourbon (in the paste, not
the chef!) and had a thinner mixture. So I rubbed it over the surface and worked it into the ham as much as
I could.
· Wrap in plastic and refrigerate overnight
· The next day, pull the ham out of the refrigerator and let it sit at room temperature for 45-60 minutes
· Prepare the smoker for barbecuing (Apple wood chips are almost mandatory for smoking ham!) bringing
the temperature to 200-220°F.
· Mix the mop ingredients in a saucepan and warm over low heat.
· Put the ham in the smoker, fat side up.
· Cook for 5 ½ to 6 hours basting every 30 minutes
· Mix the glaze ingredients in a saucepan and warm over low heat.
· Brush the ham with the glaze twice during the last hour of cooking.
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Smoked Meat Loaf (3-4)
Collected From: http://www.smoking-meat.com/meat-loaf-recipe.html
My meat loaf recipe is to die for and I am going to share it with you here on the site.
Several years ago I decided to try a meat loaf on the smoker (my wife thought I was nuts).
I had her mix up the meat loaf recipe like she normally would with
all of the onions and green bell peppers and ketchup and red pepper
flakes and a couple of eggs to help the 80/20 beef stick together
better and then formed it into a rectangular shape about 2 inches
thick onto a square cookie sheet.

Meat loaf Into the Smoker
I fired up the smoker with some mesquite wood and placed the meat
loaf on the grate with a digital meat thermometer stuck into the
center of it so I would know when it reached its perfect temp without having to open the smoker.
Note: Keep the meatloaf on the cookie sheet while it smokes.. it is a bit too
fragile to place directly on the grate.

Update: Muffin Pan Meatloaf Experiment
I have tried it since on a muffin pan to keep the
meatloaf up out of the juices while still allowing
the juices to collect in a container. It works pretty
good if you are not after "pretty" food.
Otherwise, it is not a great choice.

Here is is finished and as you can see.. it is really
delicious but not as pretty as it could be. I did smother
it with my own special barbecue sauce just about 30
minutes before it got finished and it was absolutely
mouth watering good!
In this picture, I had it in the oven staying warm until
dinner;-)
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Back to the original smoked meat loaf..
I smoked it at around 250 degrees for 3 to 4 hours until the center registered 160 degrees.
Folks... that was the best meat loaf I had ever eaten and I have had my share of meat loaf!
I knew right then and there that this would be the meat loaf recipe my family would use for years to come...
possibly for centuries to come.
If you want to try something a little different and blow everyone away then I recommend you give this a
try.
I have listed a meat loaf recipe below that you can mix up and of course feel free to add, modify or take
away ingredients as you see fit.
Simply form it onto a cookie sheet and smoke it like you would anything else with your favorite wood.
Good Luck and happy eating!

Easy Meat Loaf Recipe









2 lbs. ground beef
1 small onion finely chopped
1/2 green pepper finely chopped
2 cloves garlic minced (optional)
1 C. fresh bread crumbs or saltine cracker crumbs
2 eggs lightly beaten
3/4 C. ketchup
1/4 C. milk

Mix all ingredients in a bowl.
Blend the mixture about 4-5 minutes and then form onto a flat cookie sheet. You can finish the top with
ketchup or barbecue sauce if you like about 30 minutes before the meatloaf is finished smoking.
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Pulled Pork (10)
Collected from: http://www.smokingmeatforums.com/forum/thread/57139/basic-pulledpork-smoke
Basic Pulled Pork Smoke
I’ve been reading a lot of posts from newer members asking questions on how to smoke a butt or picnic for
pulled pork. The Mods have made this a “Sticky”.
Please feel free to add comments or additions to procedures described here that you use, like tips and tricks
of the trade.
Choice of meat:
I use bone in Pork Shoulder – Boston Butt for my pulled pork. They range from 5 to 9 pounds. I find mine
at Sam’s club cryo-packed with two butts per pack. Sometimes you can find them in supermarkets, or if
you have a source at a meat wholesaler you can get them there. Some folks use a fresh pork picnic which is
the Butt (Shoulder) and the upper front leg bone together. They are larger than the Butt alone.
Preparation:
About 12 hours before the meat goes in the smoker, trim a little if desired (I usually don’t), apply a coating
of your rub of choice, and wrap in plastic wrap and put it in the fridge. (Some folks put on a coat of yellow
mustard before the rub to hold the rub on and add to the bark. The mustard taste cooks out. This is a matter
of personal preference.)
Smoking:
I can’t give instructions for each type of smoker, as I have experience only with mine. (GOSM and
CharGriller w/ SFB) Check the forums for that info.
Start your smoker and get it up to 225-240 degrees F. My personal wood choice for pork is hickory.
Unwrap the meat, stick in the probe of your digital thermo (A highly recommended accessory.), and place
the meat in the smoker, fat side down. I don't flip butts as it interferes with bark formation. Fat side down
helps protect the meat if you have a temp spike. After the meat gets over 100F I spray it every hour with a 3
to 1 mix of apple juice and Captain Morgan’s Original spiced rum. I have used bourbon instead of rum, but
my family prefers the taste of the rum spray. The sugars in the juice and booze will caramelize, and add to
the bark. (Bark - dark outer crust that develop as the meat cooks.) Others will make good suggestions for
alternate sprays. You will develop your own favorite with a little experimentation. (The nice thing is that
they all taste good!)
Foiling:
When the meat gets to about 165F, double wrap it in Heavy Duty aluminum foil. Put some of your spray of
choice in the foil to help braise the meat. At this point I usually stop making smoke unless there are other
things in the smoker that need the smoke. (You can finish cooking from this point on in the oven set at
250F if the weather changes or you want to save smoker fuel.) Continue to cook until the internal meat
temps gets to 195-205F. Remove the foiled meat from the cooker and wrap it (still foiled) in a couple old
bath towels and put it in an insulated cooler to rest for at least an hour before you pull it.
The Plateau:
Almost all butts (and briskets – but that’s in the beef forum) will hit a plateau where the temps of the meat
stops rising. Don’t be tempted to raise the heat as that will dry out the meat. The meat is absorbing a lot of
heat at this point while the connective tissue is breaking down. This is what makes the meat tender. Low
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and slow is the way to go! I’ve seen some actually drop in temp by a couple degrees. Patience – it may be
over an hour before the temp starts climbing.
Pulling:
There are several choices here, some folks use two forks, there is a tool called bear claws, Dutch puts hunks
of it in his Mixmaster with the dough blade to pull. I use my hands. I un-foil the meat, the bone usually falls
out on it’s own, and I break it apart in to big pieces that I let cool for a few minutes. I then go through each
piece and pull out the extra gunk (technical term for fat and connective tissue) and shred by hand.
Sauce:
I serve my pulled pork with my sauce(s) of choice on the side. I will add some of SoFlaQuers finishing
sauce (another sticky here in the pork forum) to the pork just after I’ve shredded it. My personal favorite
way to eat it is on a cheap white bun (CWB) with a little BBQ slaw right on the pork in the sandwich.
Time of smoke:
The general rule of thumb is that it will take about 1.5 hours of cooking at 225-240F per pound. Keep in
mind that this is just a guideline as each piece of meat is different. Go by temp not time to know when it's
done. Someone here said, "The meat will be done in it's own good time." I once had two 8 pound butts
finish an hour apart in time. Give yourself extra time, you can always keep it wrapped in the cooler a little
bit longer before you have to serve. It's hard to rush a piece of meat if it does not want to be rushed.
Hope this helps!!
Forum members, please chime in, I’m sure I’ve forgotten something!!
Take care, have fun, and do good,
Regards,
Meowey
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Collection of sauces from Smoking Meats Fourm, provided by Ryan.
SoFlaQuer's Finishing Sauce (For Pulled Pork) (x)
1 Cup Cider Vinegar
2 Tablespoons Brown Sugar
1 Teaspoon Tony Chachere's Cajun Seasoning
1 Teaspoon Course Black Pepper
1 Teaspoon Red Pepper Flakes
Warm the Vinegar up enough so that it dissolves the Sugar well. Then add the remaining ingredients.
I use it in one of those clear Ketchup bottles you can get from Wally World for about $0.99. Snip a little bit
larger hole out of the spout with a pair of scissors. Once all your ingredients are mixed together, put your
finger over the top, and shake vigorously.
Randomly squirt this over warm freshly pulled Pork, then kind of mix it up with gloved hands. This adds
very little heat (despite the Red Pepper) and mellows out the stronger, gamier parts of the Shoulder. The
Vinegar also helps break it down even more for some REAL juicy pork.
===============================================================
Billbo's world famous dry rub & BBQ sauce recipe's
The rub is a very basic, but very good dry red rub. It goes well on everything, chicken, ribs, butts etc. Here
it is.
1/2 cup paprika
1/2 cup kosher salt
1/2 cup light brown sugar
1/2 cup granulated garlic
6 tablespoons granulated onion
1/4 cup chili powder
1 tablespoon fresh ground black pepper
1 teaspoon cumin
1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
Just mix all together and store in glass or plastic. Rub generously!
The sauce I am very proud of. I have had many people tell me I should be bottling and selling it. If any of
you make any money off it I want a cutPDT_Armataz_01_22.gif Give this a try and enjoy!
1/4 cup olive oil
1 large onion minced
1 green pepper minced
1 or more jalapeno pepper minced
pinch kosher salt and black pepper
5 tablespoons minced fresh garlic
Heat the oil in a LARGE pan and throw in the onion & green pepper along with the salt & pepper. Saute
until the onion gets translucent and soft. Once you hit this stage throw in the garlic. Cook with the garlic in
for one minute then start adding the following while keeping the heat going. This is the fun and easy part!
2 fifteen oz cans tomato sauce
2 cups ketchup
3/4 cup worcestershire sauce
1/2 cup cider vinegar
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1/4 cup lemon juice
1 1/2 cups molasses
1/4 cup cayenne pepper sauce
1/4 cup spicy brown mustard
1 1/2 cups dark brown sugar
1 tablespoon chili powder
2 teaspoons coarsely ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon allspice
1 tablespoon liquid smoke
After it's all stirred together keep your temp on really LOW as not to burn the sauce. SLOWLY bring it up
to take it just under a simmer. If you try to get too hot, too fast, you will burn the sauce. Trust me! Let it sit
on a low burner for about 4 hours stirring every 15-20 minutes or so to really bring the ingredients together
and allow the sauce to thicken up. At the end add the liquid smoke and stir in slowly.
========================================================================
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Billbo's world famous dry rub & BBQ sauce recipe's (x)
The rub is a very basic, but very good dry red rub. It goes well on everything, chicken, ribs, butts etc. Here
it is.
1/2 cup paprika
1/2 cup kosher salt
1/2 cup light brown sugar
1/2 cup granulated garlic
6 tablespoons granulated onion
1/4 cup chili powder
1 tablespoon fresh ground black pepper
1 teaspoon cumin
1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
Just mix all together and store in glass or plastic. Rub generously!
The sauce I am very proud of. I have had many people tell me I should be bottling and selling it. If any of
you make any money off it I want a cutPDT_Armataz_01_22.gif Give this a try and enjoy!
1/4 cup olive oil
1 large onion minced
1 green pepper minced
1 or more jalapeno pepper minced
pinch kosher salt and black pepper
5 tablespoons minced fresh garlic
Heat the oil in a LARGE pan and throw in the onion & green pepper along with the salt & pepper. Saute
until the onion gets translucent and soft. Once you hit this stage throw in the garlic. Cook with the garlic in
for one minute then start adding the following while keeping the heat going. This is the fun and easy part!
2 fifteen oz cans tomato sauce
2 cups ketchup
3/4 cup worcestershire sauce
1/2 cup cider vinegar
1/4 cup lemon juice
1 1/2 cups molasses
1/4 cup cayenne pepper sauce
1/4 cup spicy brown mustard
1 1/2 cups dark brown sugar
1 tablespoon chili powder
2 teaspoons coarsely ground black pepper
1/2 teaspoon allspice
1 tablespoon liquid smoke
After it's all stirred together keep your temp on really LOW as not to burn the sauce. SLOWLY bring it up
to take it just under a simmer. If you try to get too hot, too fast, you will burn the sauce. Trust me! Let it sit
on a low burner for about 4 hours stirring every 15-20 minutes or so to really bring the ingredients together
and allow the sauce to thicken up. At the end add the liquid smoke and stir in slowly.
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